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EVALUATION OF BETA RADIATION AS A
HYDROGENATION CATALYST

By

P. M. Yavorsky and E. Gorin

ABSTRACT

The concept of using high intensity beta radiation from an isotopic

source, Sr-90, inside a high temperature, high pressure chemical reactor

has been developed for potential radiation chemical processes. Distinct

advantages include high utilizable intensity from a relatively small source

with a minimum of shielding against external radiation.

The first internal source used was of 90 curies of radiating micro-

spheres, encapsulated in hollow-steel needles, stacked in the reactor.

Thirty-four percent of all the radiation energy was available for processing

at 0. 98 megarad/hour. Source integrity was satisfactory for several months

of operations, then slight leakage required development of an improved source.

A new source design was developed, consisting of a long thin metal tube

swaged over a hard compaction of strontium titanate. The resultant practi-

cally solid 0.077' rod can be bent to any irradiator form. Coils of it were

proven to not deform and remain leakproof in tests to 5000 psi at 500'C. A

500 curie source of this style is being made for further studies of radiation

processes.
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Radiation processing studies at elevated temperatures and pressure

showed that radiation does not significantly promote hydrogenation in the form

of hydrogen addition to the aromatic structure of coal extract nor aromatic

model compounds. Radiation does cause a marginal increase in the rate of

hydrocracking of coal extract at 429*C, but not sufficient for exploitation.

The ultimate extent of hydrocracking was the same as for the purely thermal

reaction. Radiation was found to promote hydrofining, the removal of

nitrogen and sulfur from distillate oils derived from hydrogenated coal extract.
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SUMMARY

It has been demonstrated that it is feasible to use high intensity beta

radiation for chemical processing, even at elevated temperatures and pressures.

Appropriate internal beta radiation sources have been developed with the

requisites of thin encapsulation for minimum beta self-absorbtion in the source,

while still maintaining physical integrity under rigorous conditions. One

source, a stack of hollow-needle capsules was satisfactory for a while, but

pressurizing eventually produced rupture of compressed thin walls. The swaged-

tube source design results in essentially a solid rod of beta radioactive material

inside a tight metal sheath that cannot flex under pressure. Long term leak-

proofness is expected.

No extra shielding was required for the external Bremsstrahlung

radiation from a 90 curie source of Sr-90 inside the chemical reactor. Radi-

ation levels were below acceptable working limits.

A dose rate of 0.98 megarad/hour was obtained for the 90 curie

source of Sr-90, Y-90 in the form of ceramic microspheres inside hollow-

needle capsules having 4 mil walls of stainless steel. This dose rate was

measured in 100 ml of heptane by iodine-heptane dosimetry. The useful radi-

ation is 34.7% of all the radiation from 90 curies of Sr-90, Y-90.
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These conclusions are drawn from the experimental beta radiation

processing studies conducted in the period of this report: Hydrogenation of coal

extract, i.e., addition of hydrogen to the aromatic structure, is not promoted

by radiation beyond that obtained thermally, in the temperature range 300 to

429 C and hydrogen pressure range from 1500 to 5000 psi. Likewise, for

similar conditions, the hydrogenation of the aromatic model compounds, methyl-

naphthalene, biphenyl and tetralin is not catalyzed by radiation. However,

reactions for different lengths of time showed that hydrocracking of coal extract,

or cracking to lower molecular weight hydrocarbons, was accelerated marginally

by radiation. That is, the same oil yield could be obtained in one hour with

0. 98 megarad/hour of radiation as obtained in two hours without radiation. How-

ever, the ultimate oil yield for reactions extended beyond six hours is the same

with or without radiation, and this limit is a 24% yield as compared to a contact

catalyst yield of better than 50% for a one-hour reaction. It is concluded that

this marginal effect of radiation on accelerating the thermal cracking but not

extending the ultimate yield is not worth further development. The distillate

oils from hydrogenation runs on coal extract with radiation showed a 60-70%

reduction in unwanted sulfur and nitrogen, as compared to products from non-

radiation runs. Thus radiation induced hydrofining, but the practical value

must be determined by comparison against presently known hydrofining catalysts

and their costs.
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INTRODUCTION

A. General

Published literature reflects the ever expansive studies of radiation

chemistry over the past twenty years, evidence of an accelerating interest in

this field, fostered mostly by the availability of nuclear sources and other

generators of radiation. However, in extending the academic studies to the

industrial application of radiation chemical processing, the yields of useful

products or desired transformations have been so low as to preclude practical

utilization except in a few isolated cases. Thus, for many reactions, radi-

ation alone at ambient conditions is not a sufficient agent for economical

production. Hence, we are led to the investigation of radiation effects on

reactions at elevated temperatures and pressure where the thermodynamics

and reaction kinetics favor more extensive reactions than may be induced by

radiation at ambient conditions. The probability of developing a successful

practical radiation process is increased when applying radiation at rigorous

conditions. In other words, we should not depend entirely on radiation alone

to do the job in a process, but give it an assist by optimizing conditions, just

as in any catalytic conversion system.

To have a commercial advantage, a radiation process usually must

replace an expensive catalyst system, generate a useful degree of reaction

at somewhat less rigorous conditions than is usually employed, or

yield a better product distribution or unique product of high value. In our
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investigations so far, we have examined only the potential of radiation as a

replacement for contact catalyst. For a radiation reaction to be sufficiently

extensive to be useful, it must usually involve a chain reaction mechanism,

triggered by radiation.

For the desired radiation processes at high temperatures and high

pressures, beta ray sources inside the chemical reactors have distinct

advantages over the other forms of radiation, as gamma, accelerated

electrons and hard X-rays. Internal beta sources afford a high level of

radiation in the reaction zone from a relatively small source. For inside a

high pressure reactor, more than a hundred times as many curies of gamma

emitter, as Co-60, would be required to give the same useful radiation dose

rate as obtained from an internal beta source. This is because beta rays

deposit the bulk of their energy along a short path inside the reactor where

it is needed, as opposed to gamma rays which dissipate their energies over

long ranges in surroundings, with but a small fraction of the energy being

applied in the reactor where needed. This advantage over gamma emitters

diminishes when low pressure (. 2 atm. ) irradiations are being considered.

In such cases the irradiation chamber can be made large enough to permit

absorption of a major fraction of the gamma radiation from an internal

source, if there is sufficient mixing for uniform radiation of a large bulk of

material around the source. However, very large diameter vessels are pre-

cluded for high pressure operations because for sufficient strength the vessel
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wall thickness, and consequently the material costs, rise rapidly with in-

creased vessel size. Hence, internal beta sources are uniquely suited to high

pressure radiation reactions.

Another advantage of beta sources for processing follows as a

corollary of the above, i. e., with most of the radiation energy retained within

the reactor, the shielding problem is greatly reduced. The only external

radiation is a relatively minor amount of Bremsstrahlung radiation that arises

from the decelerating beta rays in the reactor. The Bremsstrahlung radi-

ation usually does not require extra shielding other than the metal structure

of the reactor itself.

The advantages over machine generated radiation are clearly that

electron beams from an accelerator cannot at all penetrate inside high

pressure vessels or reactors and machine X-rays either dissipate most of

their energy in surroundings like gamma rays, if they are hard, or suffer

serious attenuation by reactor walls if they are soft. Also machine X-rays

would require massive shielding like gamma sources.

B. Purpose and Scope of This Project

The primary purpose of the phase of work included in this interim

report is direct experimental evaluation of the effectiveness of beta radiation

in catalysis of hydrogenation and hydrocracking of coal derived products. To

accomplish this specific objective, the scope succinctly includes: (1) design

and construction of a high temperature, high pressure hydrogenation reactor

for radiation processing experiments, (2) development of a suitable internal
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beta radiation source, and (3) sufficient radiation processing tests on coal

derivatives and model polynuclear aromatic compounds in the unit to evaluate

the degree of radio-catalysis of the hydrogenation-cracking reactions. In addition

to the above rather narrow objectives, there is inherently included a broad

purpose. Once a suitable beta irradiator is developed as part of this scope, this

technology can be easily extended to the utilization of isotopic beta radiation for

many other reactions as oxidation, polymerization, telomerization and others

that have the potential of being radiation induced chain reactions.

Beta radiation is here tested as a direct replacement for conventional

solid contact catalysts for hydrogenating and cracking coal derivatives. Similar

and, in general, somewhat milder operating conditions are used as with contact

catalysts, temperature in the range of 300 to 450 C and pressure up to 400

atmospheres. It is not intended to supplant thermal energy with radiation energy

since this would certainly be uneconomical now. It is intended only to measure

the catalytic activity of beta radiation, i.e., how much does it promote the rate

of the hydrogenation reaction as compared to no catalyst and to conventional

catalysts. Being thermodynamically favorable and exothermic at the above-

mentioned conditions, the hydrogenation-cracking reactions proceed even without

a catalyst but at a very slow rate at mild conditions. The thermal cracking

reaction becomes rather rapid at the upper end of the temperature range

mentioned, i.e., ca. 450C. Under these conditions, however, the selectivity

is poor, i.e., large amounts of coke and gas are formed as opposed to desired

distillable oils. One aim of the work, therefore, is to obtain a higher selectivity

with radio-catalysis by operating at lower temperatures than is otherwise

possible. a
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More particularly, relative to scope, the program of this task was

as follows: First, was construction of the hydrogenation unit without the

radiation source in it. Then a series of base processing runs were made with

the unit, both to "shake-down" the reactor before the source was installed and

to accumulate reference, non-radiation data for gauging the effectiveness of

radiation catalysis in subsequent comparative runs with radiation in the same

unit under the same experimental conditions. Materials processed included

coal extract, biphenyl and methylnaphthalene. The compounds are typical of

known coal structures and the hydro-products will provide insight of the

specific types of reactions involved. The coal extract was hydrogenated in

the presence of conventional contact catalyst and without catalyst at two

temperatures, 390'C and 430'C. Hydrogen pressures from 1000 psig to

5000 psig were used. The model compounds were treated at 390'C and

430*C with 5000 psig of hydrogen, with and without catalyst. Concurrently,

while making these base runs, radiation source designs were examined,

followed by choice of a stacked hollow-needle type which was then fabricated

with a load of 90 curies of strontium-90. This initial source fabrication was

by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. This source was then

installed in the hydrogenation reactor and runs similar to those described

above were repeated with the reaction in a strong beta irradiation field.

After completing twelve radiation processing runs at high temperature and

high pressure, the first source developed a leak, Radiation processing tests

were halted. Development of an improved, satisfactory beta irradiator
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necessarily became a significant part of the scope. A new source design was

developed and satisfactorily pretested. At the time of this writing, this second

source of 400 curies of Strontium-90 titanate compacted inside a swaged-tube,

is being fabricated as part of this project. This source will be used in an

extension of the radiation processing investigations reported here. New dose

rates are expected to be twice as high over a much larger irradiated volume.

The isotope of choice is Strontium-90, selected because of long half-

life, pure beta emission of high energy and availability in quantity and desired

form. In the matter of beta source design for application here, the main

consideration is how to bring the beta emitting radioisotope into intimate

contact with the material to be irradiated while still avoiding radio-contamina-

tion of the material. Intimate or close contact is necessary because of the

limited penetrating power of even the 2.2 mev beta rays from the daughter

isotope Yttrium-90. The first source design considered was direct use of an

ultra-stable ceramic carrier for radioisotopes. Such material is manufactured

in spherical form, as microspheres, and irregular particles by Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company and described at a recent American Nuclear

Society Meeting.(') The properties of thermal stability to 1200'C and non-

leaching of radioisotopes in organic media made these ceramic particles

commendable as a source of beta radiation in this application. The radioisotopes

apparently are chemically locked into the impervious ceramic. It developed that

the only deterrent against using these ceramic particles in a reactor is that,
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when they are large enough to be retained by screens in the reactor, they are

then also susceptible to attrition. This would lead to contamination by radio-

active fines in the product. Thus some encapsulation of the ceramic micro-

spheres for the source was necessary to avoid contamination of the product.

The second source considered, and the first one constructed and

used, contained 3M ceramic microspheres bearing Sr-90 loosely packed into

485 hollow needles. The 3M radioactive ceramic was still preferred for the

source because in case of inadvertant rupture in the protective capsules

(needles) the ceramic will not leach radioactive isotopes to the reaction

mixture and decontamination would be easy by filtration. Unfortunately,

rupture did occur, the 4 mil stainless steel tubing flexed repeatedly under

variable high pressure operations, leading to stress corrosion fracturing.

The new improved source, now being fabricated is formed of a

tight stainless steel sheath over highly compacted strontium-90 titanate by

a tube swaging process. The compaction completely supports the 5 mil wall

so it cannot flex significantly under the planned pressures and stress

rupturing will be avoided. Strontium-90 titanate was chosen as the source

material because it has the proper compaction properties to be used in a

swaging operation, and is relatively inert and insoluble. Its specific activity

is high, 32 curies per gram, so that a 400 curie tubular source can easily

fit into our 2-inch I. D. by 4-inch high pressure reactor.
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C. Valuable Background Information

The development of an efficient and economic process for the con-

version of coal to synthetic liquid hydrocarbon fuels has been the goal of large-

scale research and development both in the United States and abroad for many

years. The generic type process that holds most promise for effecting the

desired coal conversion is generally referred to as hydrogenation. The process

involves, however, not only addition of hydrogen but simultaneous reduction

in molecular weight. It is therefore sometimes also referred to as a hydro-

genation-cracking or hydrocracking process. The above terms will be inter-

changeably used in the discussion that follows. Possible products include jet

engine fuel, special oils and gasoline.

The key to success in such a coal liquefaction venture is the

development of efficient catalysis for the hydrogenation-cracking process.

Consolidation Coal Company has been doing such research for a number of

years. The approach taken at Consolidation Coal has been to devise a means

for successive or stepwise addition of hydrogen to coal. After the first mild

hydrogenation that accompanies coal extraction, fresh conventional contact

catalysts can be applied to the coal extract for completing the hydrocracking

process to the desired liquid products. The Bureau of Mines, Union Carbon

and Carbide Company and others have also been engaged in research on

hydrogenating coal but their approach has been to do so in a single direct

step.
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It follows, almost without saying, that successful development of

a process for manufacturing competitive liquid fuels from coal, by applied

nuclear radiation, would be a great boon to the depressed coal industry. A new

market for coal would develop. Hence, priority attention was devoted to studies

of potentially radiation induced hydrogenation of coal extract to liquid fuels,

though other reactions may be studied later. Another interest, especially to

the AEC, is that successful development of radiation catalysis for coal hydro-

genation could lead to a large demand for fission products, such as strontium-

90 and other beta emitters. This would help fulfill the goal of peaceful uses

of atomic energy as well as find a utilization for the great quantities of such

fission products accumulating in this country. Hydrogenation processes

catalyzed by radiation would also be of interest to the petroleum and chemical

industries.

Modern efficient hydrogenation contact catalysts are presently

available, which, if they could be used for the direct hydrogenation of coal,

would go a long way towards making the coal hydrogenation process economic-

ally attractive. Such catalysts, for example, are either cobalt molybdate

and/or nickel molybdate supported on solid alumina gel. The use of the above

class of catalyst directly with coal is unfortunately precluded due to the fact

that coal is inevitably associated with mineral impurities, i. e. , ash. These

ash components interact chemically with the catalyst base, cause loss of

catalyst activity and are not removable by combustive regeneration.
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The above problem has directed most of the early work on coal

hydrogenation to the use of cheap and disposable catalysts, usually iron, in

the process. The process under these conditions is still not economic, how-

ever, due to the fact that very high pressures are then required, i.e., ca.

700 atmospheres. Also, the liquefaction process is very inefficient, i.e.,

gas product yields are high, desired liquid yields are low and hydrogen

consumption is excessive.

The work at Consolidation Coal Company has been directed, as was

stated above, at successive stepwise addition of hydrogen and simultaneous

molecular weight reduction. The first step, under the mildest possible con-

ditions, yields a low ash meltable coal product derived by solvent extraction

and filtration. This low ash coal extract might be further processed with

the above contact catalysts. This work has demonstrated a substantial

improvement over the direct one-step method of coal hydrogenation. It has

been found, however, that relatively complete removal of ash from the extract

is required before adequate contact catalyst life can be achieved. Thus,

expensive prior processing steps (further treatment to reduce ash level) are

required to produce hydrogenation feed compatible with contact catalysts.

The major incentive for the use of nuclear radiation to catalyze

hydrogenation is that it would overcome the above obstacles of catalyst de-

activation by residual ash. Not being dependent upon material contact,

poisoning by extraneous elements could not occur, and any thin layers of ash
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deposition would not significantly affect high energy nuclear radiation. As

opposed to a relatively short useful life for conventional catalysts, radiation

catalyst life would be for many years, for instance if long-lasting Strontium-90

with a 28-year half-life is used in the radiation source. The use of coal

directly, or intermediate products such as crude coal extract relatively high

in ash, would thus become feasible in a hydrogenation process based on radi-

ation catalysis, whereas coal or crude extract is not a practicable feed

material when contact catalysts are used. This incentive depends upon the

efficacy of radiation to catalyze hydrogenation - the factor to be determined

by this work.

Another problem that arises in the hydrocracking of coal derived

materials, even over the relatively efficient contact catalysts, is the pro-

duction of a heavy oil residue that is relatively refractory towards further

molecular weight reduction. Applied radiation may aid in the hydrocracking

of this refractory residue and thus play a useful role in the development of

more efficient (higher yield) hydrogenation processes. Thus this facet was

also to be examined.

D. Reference to Pertinent Previous Investigations

It is generally agreed, in the vast literature on radiation effects

published in the last few years (summarized in references, s, 6) , that

commercial utilization of radiation processing will be limited to the initiation

or triggering of chain reactions, as is hoped for here. The irradiation of
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reaction mixtures of hydrogen and coal derivatives will produce ions and free

radicals, either of which type of species are likely to promote the hydrogenation

reaction. It is also generally agreed, for example, that hydrocracking of poly-

nuclear aromatics on a contact catalyst surface proceeds 7) by an ionic mecha-

nism. Non-catalytic thermal hydrogenation-cracking likely proceeds via a free

radical mechanism although it cannot be stated that this has been clearly

established. These reaction initiating mechanisms encouragingly coincide with

irradiation effects. In this work, it was expected that initial reaction ions or

radicals will be produced by radiation instead of contact catalysts or thermal

dissociation of chemical bonds. The possibility also exists that, at the elevated

temperatures used, secondary ions or radicals may be generated by the reaction

causing a chain reaction. If this occurs, excellent G values (number of mole-

cules reacting per 100 ev. of radiation energy) would be obtained leading to a

useful radiation process.

An article by J. G. Burr(8) is especially pertinent to this work and

refers to many hydrogen-hydrocarbon radiation studies. It is concluded in

this article that aromatic hydrocarbons as benzene are extremely proficient

scavengers of hydrogen atoms. The products produced were primarily

hydrogenated diphenyls and even higher molecular weight products. The

processes observed were therefore in the nature of hydrogenation-condensation

reactions rather than the hydrogenation-cracking reactions which are dealt

with in this investigation. The pressures of hydrogen used were very low,

i.e., below one atmosphere and the temperatures were very mild, i.e., in the
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neighborhood of room temperature or slightly above. It would therefore be

expected that under the more severe conditions of the present investigation the

same primary process, i.e., addition of hydrogen atoms to aromatic nuclei

would lead to the desired hydrogenation-cracking reaction rather than to the

condensation type process previously observed.

Radiation has been shown in recent literature(9,10) to be effective

in inducing cracking reactions particularly at elevated temperatures where a

vapor phase is maintained. For instance(o10) pile irradiation of methylcyclo-

hexane yields only a G value of 5 to 15 at below 200'C ( non-chain reaction) ,

but G's of 104 to 105 at over 300C (chain reaction) . Without radiation, the

pyrolytic cracking at the higher temperature is negligible. Radiation induced

chain reactions naturally have greater chain lengths, or larger G values, in

vapor reactions than in liquid reactions. This has long been recognized( ii)

and arbitrarily termed the "cage effect". Briefly, it means that in liquids,

the motion of radiation induced molecular fragments is constrained by

neighboring molecules, permitting time for recombination instead of

reaction chain propogation. Thus, using conditions (temperature and pres-

sure) that ensure a vapor phase reaction can be a means of increasing the

G-value to where the yields are of practical significance in otherwise low

yield reactions.

Some degree of radiation induced hydrogenation of unsaturated

carbon-carbon bonds ( non-aromatic) has also been demons trated( 12, 13) at

much milder physical conditions than proposed in this work. All the above
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observations lent confidence in expecting a worthwhile amount of radiation

induced hydrogenation-cracking of coal or coal derivatives at the rigorous

conditions planned for this work.

An excellent review article of high temperature and pressure radi-

ation chemistry up to recent times is given by Henley and Cropper and

well summarizes the status of such investigations at present. Also, a very

extensive article on more general chemical, food and drug processing by

radiation has been presented by Henley and Barr. (15)

Particularly related to this work is a study by W. D. Diethorn( 16)

of strontium-90 source designs and dose rates associated with 100 to 200

curie sources. Our observed dose rate with a 90 curie source is in approxi-

mate agreement with values calculated from this reference. On the same

subject, is a paper by J. L. Haybittle, (17) which presents useful equations

and tables related to beta sources.

Neutron irradiations for hydrocarbon conversions, akin to the

hydrogenation suggested here, have already been patented, as for instance

an Esso( 18) patent that applies to petroleum products. In this case,

neutrons activate elements as Boron added to the reactants, and the Boron

in turn emits alpha particles that promote the desired reactions.. This

approach, and in fact any application of neutron irradiation, is completely

impractical in the case of coal since the naturally occurring metallic elements

in coal (ash) would also become radio-activated by the neutrons. Some of
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the induced radioisotopes would be of long-life and such radio-contamination

would render the products unmarketable. Complete decontamination would be

too expensive even if technically feasible.

Radiation catalyzed hydrorefining (N-O-S removal) of petroleum

derived oils has also been patented. The irradiation method uses a fluid-

ized bed of catalyst pellets ( cobalt-molybdate distributed on an alumina silica

solid gel) with the beta emitting radioisotope impregnated and precipitated

into the porous pellets. It is claimed that the radiation promotes essentially

complete hydrofining. However, here too it is difficult to see how the method

can be practical. Certainly, attrition of the catalyst pellets must occur, so

that radioactive fines will contaminate the product unless some extremely

effective form of decontamination is also employed, which will add to the

expense of operations.

Another interesting patent on radiation processing, by Long and

Longwell claims the radiation will promote the combination of paraffin

hydrocarbons with olefin hydrocarbons (alkylation) . This suggests the

possibility of radiation induced combination of hydrocarbon gases and hydro-

cracked fragments of high molecular weight hydrocarbons. Such an

"averaging" reaction depends upon some radiation or thermally induced

olefin formation in the gases or heavy fragments, which can be expected to

occur. Irradiation of mixtures of very low and very high weight hydrocarbons

will eventually be investigated, since the "average" product would be market-

able as a liquid fuel whereas the feeds have little market value.
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Similar to the above reactions, the specific radiation induced

alkylation of propylene with isobutane has been described by Lucchesi and

Heath(21) and verifies the generalized radiation reaction claimed in the

above patent. This radiation-alkylation reaction proceeds enough in the

vapor phase at 370'C (a G-value of up to 1000) , where no thermal reaction

occurs, so that it can be used as a dosimetry method. It is planned to use

this reaction to establish the radiation efficiency of the new 400 curie Sr-90

source, in addition to iodine-heptane dosimetry mentioned directly below.

This reaction again emphasizes the importance of vapor phase operations to

obtain large G-values or significant radiation yields.

Several references(Z2,23,24) are cited and used in the Experimental

Section of this report, in regard to dosimetry of the strontium-90 source.

The techniques were adopted from these references, for the ferrous-ferric

system( zz) the methylene blue system( 23) and the iodine-heptane system. (24)

E. Brief Indication of Subject Matter in Report

Described is a radiation chemical processing unit for evaluation of

beta radiation effects on coal extract hydrogenation, hydrocracking and hydro-

fining at pressures up to 5000 psi and temperatures up to 500 C. Description

is given of the internal 90 curie, Sr-90, stacked hollow-needle type source

used for experimentation, including dosimetry, shielding and external radi-

ation. The developed fabrication procedure and testing results of an improved,

more durable be ta irradiation source of the swaged-tube style are presented.
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Twelve radiation processing runs were performed on coal extract

in the presence of hydrogen at elevated temperatures and pressures. Similar

non-radiation runs were also completed, often in duplicates. Studied vari-

ables included reaction time, temperature, pressure and mode of mixing.

Very extensive analyses of products are presented. Comparative results

have been evaluated in terms of radiation effects at the various conditions.

At conditions like those for coal extract, comparative radiation

and non-radiation hydrogenation runs on the aromatic compounds, methyl-

naphthalene, biphenyl and tetralin, were completed. Product analyses

supplied convincing evidence that no hydrogenation occurs even for simple

aromatic nuclei.

Elemental analytical studies of the oil and the residue products

from ten radiation-versus-non-radiation runs on hydrogenation of coal

extract are presented to show the effect of radiation upon removal of

nitrogen and sulfur from these products, or hydrofining.
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EXPERIMENTAL

A. Materials

Most of the radiation-hydrogenation testing was done on coal extract.

The pertinent analyses of the particular extract used in this work are given in

Table I for reference. The parent coal from which the extract was derived

was Pittsburgh Seam coal from the Ireland Mine in West Virginia. The extrac-

tion solvent was tetralin at 380 C. Seventy percent of the mineral-free coal

dissolved and the hot solution was filtered away from the insoluble residue

that includes most of the ash forming elements (metals) . The last three

items in Table I are the results of solvent fractionation of the extract. The

fractionation procedure and significance of analyses are explained in the next

section.

To facilitate low temperature pumping into hydrogenation units, the

extract is conveniently redissolved in tetralin at a ratio of 3:1 or 1:1. The

respective melting points of these feed solutions are 120 C and 105 C.

The fairly large amounts of tetralin used as a carrier solvent and

as a model compound for some radiation tests was prepared by fractional

distillation of technical grade tetralin. The material used was 99. 54%

tetralin, 0.4% decalin and free of naphthalene. All other model compounds

used in hydrogenation tests were C. P. grade.

The contact catalyst used here for comparative demonstration of

conventional hydrogenation is the common hydrogenation-cracking catalyst

consisting of cobalt, molybdenum and nickel supported on granular alumina gel.
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B. Analytical Procedures

Three criteria are measured on the feed and products of a hydro-

genation run to arbitrarily determine the degree of reaction. The most obvious

parameter is the percent hydrogen. For pure hydrocarbons, this, of course,

must increase if hydrogenation occurs. However, for materials containing

hetero-atoms (O, N, S) , the second criterion then measured is the hydrogen/

carbon ratio which may supply additional information for determining if the

reaction is hydrogenating carbon double bonds or hydrorefining, i.e., removing

the hetero atoms. If the hydro reaction removes only hetero atoms, the

percent hydrogen in the product would change but the H/C ratio on the average

would show little change. For example, the replacement of -SH and -OH groups

with -H will not change the H/C ratio. The hydrogen and carbon are measured

by dry combustion in a CuO combustion train with quantitative collection of the

product water and COz. Standard wet-chemistry analytical techniques are used

for direct measurement of 0, N, and S to determine the amount of hydrorefining

when coal extract or coal is hydrogenated.

The third criterion is physical rather than chemical and derives

directly from the objective of this work. Broadly, it is termed percent con-

version-and indicates the amount of material that is converted into lower boil-

ing liquid products by hydrogenation. Such conversion is our objective in the

broad sense. For pure compounds, percent conversion is simply defined as

the percentage of products that have a boiling point lower than that of the feed
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compound. This is most rapidly and easily measured by vapor phase chroma-

tography, the lower boiling products have shorter elutriation times than the

parent compound. A Perkin-Elmer high temperature gas chromatograph is

used for such analyses.

For coal extract, percent conversion is here defined as the percent

of extract derived products that will distill from the bulk reaction products

at effective boiling temperatures of up to 400 C. Original extract yields only

2.58% of -400'C material by destructive distillation. This total yield is of

several components, so that the definition of extract conversion may best be

elucidated by the equation used to calculate it.

Total ( -400 G) Yield
% Conversion = x 100 =

WE

WG + W 1 0 0 x 250 + W 2 5 0 x 4000
x 100

W
E

WG is the weight of make-gas produced during a run as determined

by gas chromatography of samples of all the gas off the run. All the gas is

collected and measured volumetrically. The Hz is, of course, deducted and

the resultant gas yield (WG) consists mainly of aliphatic hydrocarbons having

1 to 4 carbon atoms per molecule. After a batch hydrogenation run is

completed, the liquid products are collected from the reactor and any light oils

that flashover on depressurizing are cold-trapped and added back to the liquid

product. This liquid product is first distilled at 1 atmosphere to 250C,
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yielding the -250 C cut. Practically no liquid product distills below 100*C, so

this fraction is usually termed the 100 x 250 C cut, the weight of which is

W100 x 250.. Next, under reduced pressure (10 mm Hg) , distillation of the

liquid product is continued to the effective boiling point of 400 C. This

fraction is termed the 250 x 400'C cut, the weight of which is W 2 5 0 x 400*-

Liquids and solids remaining after this distillation are termed the +400*C

residue. WE is the weight of extract fed to the reactor for the hydrogenation

run. This can be determined from feed pump calibration. However, practice

shows exact WE into the reactor is more precisely determined from carbon

balance for the run, i. e. , the sum of all the carbon in all the products

divided by the percent carbon in extract equals weight of extract used in the

run.

A correction of yield of 100 x.250 liquid (W1 0 0 x 250) as used in

calculation of extract conversion must always be made for the tetralin contri-

butions to the liquid products when tetralin is used as a solvent-carrier for

the extract. A tetralin solution of extract facilitates pumping into the reactor.

The tetralin and its possible products, naphthalene and decalin, have boiling

points between 200 and 215 C and thus appear in the 100 x 2500C cut. Vapor

phase chromatography of the -250'C cut defines the amount of tetralin,

decalin and naphthalene therein, and the correction is made by deducting these

amounts from the -250 C cut before calculating percent conversion. Past

radio-tracer studies with C-14 labeled tetralin for solvent have shown that
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essentially all the tetralin, decalin and naphthalene in the -250*C cut derived

from the solvent tetralin and are not from hydrogenation of extract. The

tetralin, decalin and naphthalene, isolated chromatographically from the

-250'C product had practically the same specific activities of C-14 as the

original labeled solvent, proving that no significant part of these derived

from the extract. Otherwise, the specific activities (microcuries of C-14

per mole) would have decreased. Thus, we are justified in ascribing all

the tetralin, decalin and naphthalene as derived specifically from solvent

tetralin. The tracer studies showed also that there were essentially no

derivatives of the labeled solvent tetralin in the carefully distilled 250 x 400C

cut. Therefore, no corrections need to be applied for potential tetralin

degradation products in this latter cut, only corrections for tetralin, decalin

and naphthalene that may not be completely distilled out and detected chroma-

tographically.

Solvent fractionation was used on the +400'C residue from runs

with coal extract, to determine if the residue was upgraded (less refractory)

in radiation runs. The whole residue is first extracted with refluxing

benzene. The insoluble portion is termed benzene-insoluble and is a

refractory, high molecular weight solid. The asphaltenes are next precipi-

tated from the benzene solution by addition of cyclohexane ( 10:1 based on

benzene) . The material remaining in the cyclohexane solution is then termed

the oil phase of the +400'C residue. It is expected that the oil phase would
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be relatively easily converted to -4000C oils upon further hydrogenation or

hydrocracking. Conversion of the asphaltenes would be more difficult to con-

vert than the oil. The benzene insoluble portion is the most refractory

component for further conversion. Extract itself has been so analyzed by

this procedure of solvent fractionation as shown in Table I.

The hydrogen assimilation for any run, as tabulated later, was

calculated from the measured hydrogen in all the extract liquid products plus

hydrocarbon make-gas and compared to the hydrogen in the original extract.

The hydrogen assimilation is defined as the weight of hydrogen in grams that

is added to 100 grams of extract by any reaction form, but excludes the

hydrogen in products such as NH3 , HZO and HzS produced by elimination of

N, 0, S from the extract feed. The absolute total of hydrogen consumption, of

course, would account for the hydrogen present in evolved NH3 , HO and HzS.

Since these components were not analyzed for, the simpler but more arbitrary

hydrogen assimilation as defined above was used. If one were interested in

the total amount of hydrogen that has to be used in extract hydrogenation,

then that present in the HzS, HzO and NH 3 would have to be accounted for.

However, for this report, where the object was to demonstrate the radiation

effect on yield of useful product, the HzS, HzO and NH3 production has been

ignored to avoid undue complicity. Because of the numerous hydrogen

analyses involved, hydrogen assimilation is considered as a less accurate

measure of hydrogenation than the percent hydrogen in the gross liquid pro-

duct which involves only one analysis.
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The hydrogen transferred, as discussed later, was calculated from

the amount of naphthalene produced. It depicts the hydrogen transferred from

the tetralin to 100 grams of extract, with the tetralin thereupon converting to

naphthalene. This assumes that the net hydrogen lost by tetralin all went into

extract products and not released as H2 gas. The hydrogen gas consumption

was then calculated as the difference between total hydrogen assimilation and

hydrogen transfer. This definition of hydrogen gas consumption is specifically

that consumed by the hydrocarbon reactions, exclusive of the hydrogen con-

sumed in generation of H2 S, H2 O and NH3 . This is the appropriate definition

for considering oil production specifically.

C. Processing Unit

To experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of beta radiation in

promoting hydrogenation, a bench-scale processing unit was constructed to be

operated batch-wise, at pressures up to 5000 psig and temperatures up to

450'C. Materials to be hydrogenated were in the liquid phase at run conditions.

Also special precautions were built-in for radiological safety and monitoring

against radioactive contamination. The initial batch-processing unit was later

modified to improve hydrogen availability, so that two versions were used in

the experimental work covered by this-report period. Both versions are here

described.

A simplified schematic flow diagram of the initial radiation-hydro-

genation unit appears in Figure 1. It is basically the same as a batch-

operated unit for evaluating contact hydro catalysts under pressure, except
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that a beta irradiator replaces contact catalyst. Much of the flow diagram in

Figure 1 is self-explanatory. The unit is operated batchwise. The raw feed

material, such as coal extract, is melted and freed of trapped gases in the

"Feed Melt Tank". A syringe pump then meters a prescribed quantity of feed

into the reactor. Hydrogen is then added to a pressure of about 5000 psi in

the reactor, through a reserve accumulator system which monitors the in-

crements of hydrogen added and thus measures hydrogen consumption during

the reaction. A 10, 000 psig pump fills the accumulator with H2 to this

pressure. After the reaction period of usually 1/2 to 1 hour, "make-gases"

and residual hydrogen are depressurized and withdrawn through the blowdown

tank for collection and sampling. The liquid product is then drained from the

reactor into the "Product Receiver". The design pressure and temperature

of the unit are 10,000 psi and 550'C, well above the actual operating condi-

tions, for safety.

Geiger counters, with remote readout, are distributed throughout

the unit to monitor (via Bremsstrahlung) any escape of radioactive materials

to the gas product (in blowdown tank and gas holder) , to the liquid product,

or to the space in the containment cell or walk-in barricade.

The containment cell is a cylinder of 3/8" steel, flanged in the

middle and completely envelops the reactor. Though reactor rupture is an

extremely remote possibility, radioactive source materials from within the

reactor would still be contained within this cell. As additional protection

against area contamination, the walk-in barricade (of steel plate) is
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removable as a sealed entity. Even, if some radioactive material escapes

both the reactor and containment cell, the whole barricade can be moved out

for remote decontamination or disposal if necessary. The containment cell

is flushed with nitrogen to prevent any accumulation of hydrogen.

Details of the reactor construction are shown in Figure 2. The

reactor body has 2-inch walls of stainless steel ( Type 347) , much more than

needed from pressure considerations. This wall thickness is used to reduce

external Bremsstrahlung radiation from the 90 curie Sr-90 source. This

first version of the reactor has a reciprocating mixer, magnetically driven

by the "Recipromix" solenoid. A new sensor coil was added and with a

permanent magnet slug on top of the mixer shaft, an emf signal is obtained.

This signal, as seen on an oscilloscope, was used to assure that the mixer

was functioning during a run. Reactor and mixer assembly were supplied by

Pressure Products Industries, Inc., Hatboro, Pennsylvania.

From observed low hydrogen consumption in early radiation runs,

there was some doubt that the magnetically driven impeller was supplying

sufficient mixing to hydrogen-saturate the liquid reactant, or to sufficiently

circulate the liquid solution through the interstices of the beta radiation

source. Hydrogen starvation was suspected. To completely remove this

potential reaction deterrent, the impeller was removed and a gas recycle

system installed. This system bubbles hydrogen through the liquid in the

interstices of the radiation source, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. This modi-

fication assured concurrent presence of: ( 1) material to be hydrogenated,
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(2) hydrogen gas ( gas phase and in solution) , and (3) radiation. Operations

of the modified reactor unit are mostly self-evident from the schematic draw-

ing in Figure 3. The trap in the recycle line removes condensates that could

foul-up the rotameter. The rotameter gives a means of checking that the gas

is recycling and no plugging has occurred. Before re-entry into the reactor,

the gas is electrically reheated to reactor temperature.

The recycle pump used in the modification is not a commercially

available item, at least to our knowledge, but was especially constructed for

the rigorous conditions demanded here. A pump was needed that could work

in an atmosphere of 5000 psi of gas pressure, up to 500C, and be leak-proof.

This totally enclosed pump, as detailed in Figure 4, was devised so as to

have absolutely no opening or mechanical connections to the outside, such as

packing gland or shaft holes. The piston is made of magnetic steel or iron

and is actuated by a solenoid coil. The coil is wrapped around the non-

magnetic stainless steel pump cylinder. Piston stroke frequency is controlled

by 200 volt electrical pulses fed to the solenoid from a motorized micro-switch,

in a range of 1 to 4 pulses per second. Check-valve operation is obvious from

Figure 4. The upward or power stroke forces gas out of the cylinder. Gas

refills the cylinder from the alternate end on the return stroke, which is here

driven by gravity but could also be spring loaded if desired.

For all the experimental runs reported here, the heat-up regime was

the same for the same run temperature. The feed enters the reactor at 160*C.

It then takes 132 minutes to reach a reaction temperature of 389*C and 155

minutes to reach a temperature of 429*C.
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D. Beta Irradiation Sources

Strontium-90 was the pure beta emitter of choice for the source

because of availability, relatively low cost, and the 2.2 mev beta ray from the

daughter isotope, Y-90, can penetrate 4 mil steel encapsulation walls. 3 M

Brand radiating microspheres(') was chosen as the form of radioactive

material because of high temperature stability and it is relatively chemically

inert and insoluble even in biological systems. The latter two are desirable

properties in case of source leakage.

The initial source, the one used for the radiation processing studies

reported here, is drawn in detail in Figure 5. It consists of a cross-stacked

array of 585 hollow stainless steel needles containing a total of 90 curies of

Sr-90 in the form of the 3 M Brand radiating microspheres (average diameter

about 70 microns ) . A stainless steel holder retains the needles in ordered

form. This source was custom built by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing

Company and installed in the reactor by them. In the reactor, the chemical

reactants are irradiated by circulation through the interstices of the stack of

needles, as seen in Figures 2 and 4 that show the location of the source in the

reactor. Details of the needle-like capsules that make-up the source are

shown in Figure 6. The radioactive material is doubly encapsulated to avoid

contamination of the final external surface.

The amount of Sr-90 , Y-90 in this source was determined by 3 M

as 90 curies from their known specific activity of the microspheres and the
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weight used. No further checks on total activity, such as calorimetry, were

performed.

The effective shielding about this source consists of 2 inches of

stainless steel in the reactor walls, 1 inch of aluminum in the heating-cooling

jacket, 2 inches of magnesia-asbestos insulation and 3/8 inch of steel in the

outer containment cell. The Bremsstrahlung radiation emanating through this

shielding, measured at a point the shortest distance from the source (1 ft) ,

is 30 mr/hr. This drops rapidly to 6 mr/hr at 16 inches from the containment

cell wall. At the remote control panel, outside the 3/8-inch steel barricade

that encloses the entire hydrogenation unit, the radiation level is of the order

of 1 to 2 mr/hr, well below the permissible limit of 6 mr/hr. This is at the

normal working position for the unit operators, illustrating the safety and

ease with which high intensity radiation experiments can be conducted by

using beta sources.

After 12 radiation processing runs, radiation monitors on the pro-

duct lines showed that the source was leaking. Low levels of radioactivity

appeared in the products, less than 5 mr/hr of beta activity from the liquid

product surface. The source was dismantled. Examination of all contami-

nated products and hard carbon residues from inside the reactor showed that

approximately 10 millicuries of Sr-90 was released from the total of 90 curies.

Thus the leakage was small percentage-wise, but zero leakage is necessary.

All the needle-like capsules were flattened by the pressure operations, but
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not misplaced from their proper positions in the holder. Twenty-six random

capsules were leak tested by dropping in boiling water. Half of these showed

leaks by bubbling. The leaks occurred in the outer tube area over the solid

plugged end of the inner tube. It appears that the metal stretched over this

solid end on compression, stress corrosion developed, and leakage ensued.

It is likely that only the contamination on the outside of the inner tube was

released and none of the microspheres from inside the inner tube escaped --

otherwise the released radioactivity would have been much higher.

To continue the radiation processing studies, a radiation source of

improved design was needed, capable of indefinitely withstanding elevated

temperatures and pressures. Since swaging was known to produce pressure-

tight compactions of refractory powders in metal tubes, it was decided to

develop a source of this form, called a swaged-tube source. The fabrication

details were worked-out using non-radioactive strontium-titanate with equip-

ment that could be remotely manipulated in standard "hot-cells". The

fabrication procedure is outlined in the schematic diagram of Figure 7. All

the steps shown there will be performed inside a hot-cell (arrangements have

been completed for use of a hot-cell facility owned by Westinghouse Electric

Corp. at Waltz Mill, Pa. ) . The starting material is in the form of sintered

strontium-titanate pellets, 1/2" dia. by 1/4" to 3/8" high, as supplied by Oak

Ridge National Laboratory. Handling pellets instead of powder avoids hot-cell

contamination. The pellets are closed into a feeder attached to a miniature

hammer-mill crusher. The pellets are crushed one at a time to -35 mesh and
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automatically flow into a 0. 094-inch O. D. stainless steel tube (5 mil wall,

Type 347) that is attached to the sealed grinder through a packing gland.

Grinder vibration facilitates flow of the -35 mesh granules in the tube. The

tube is removed from the loader, the last foot of length is filled with non-

radioactive SrTiO 3 and plugged with a steel slug. The packed tube is passed

through a commercial swaging machine, reducing the diameter from 0.094

inches to 0.077 inches. The wall thickness remains the same. The tube

elongates. Though more diameter reduction is possible, this much is optimum

in avoiding tube fractures by excessive work-hardening of the metal. A nine-

inch coil is formed of the hard swaged-tube to fit it into an annealing furnace.

Annealing by heating to 2000'F and quenching in water makes the swaged-tube

source very supple so that it can be bent down to 1/2-inch diameter turns

without breaking, if desired. The end of the tube is then final-sealed by

heliarc welding and coating with silver solder. The supple, sealed tube is

formed into a 1-inch coil as desired for our 2-inch I. D. reactor. This is

then leak tested by sequential immersion in liquid nitrogen and methanol, any

leaks being observed by a jet of bubbles as the leak-admitted liquid nitrogen

boils back out.

Six non-radioactive swaged-tube sources have been made in the

above manner. About 60 gm/ft of the titanate is compacted inside the tube so

that with an expected specific activity of 30 curies/gm, such a swaged-tube

source will have 60 curies per foot. These blank sources were exposed to

5000 psi at 450*C in the reactor for three cycles of pressurizing and
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depressuring. These blank sources were then again leak tested. No leaks and

no visual deformation of the coiled blank sources occurred in these pressure,

temperature tests.

With satisfactory fabrication and testing of non-radioactive swaged-

tube sources completed, 500 curies of Sr-90, TiO3 pellets ( six) have now been

ordered from Oak Ridge. As soon as these arrive, fabrication of the new "hot"

source will proceed.

E. Dosimetry

In order to be able to determine the G-values (number of molecules

reacting per 100 ev of radiation energy) for observed future radiation

reactions, it is necessary to know the radiation dose rate in the reactor space.

Dosimetry was first attempted by the Fricke method( 2'23) , i.e., radiation

induced oxidation of ferrous to ferric ions in dilute sulfuric acid. This sytem

did not work in the reactor due to reaction of the acidic solution with the

reactor steel walls and contaminants as sulfides left from previous extract

runs. Dosimetry tests with aqueous solutions of methylene blue(23) like-wise

behaved abnormally, likely due to reactor wall effects.

Successful dosimetry for the 90 curie source was accomplished with

a non-aqueous iodine-heptane system, using procedures described in

reference. (24) The basis of dose measurement is the formation of free radicals

from the heptane, followed by rapid combination of the radicals with iodine.

The technique employed was to measure the molecular iodine depletion from
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irradiated iodine-heptane solutions as a function of exposure time. As pre-

sented in Figure 8, the expected linear depletion rate(24) is observed when the

heptane is prepurified of traces of reactive compounds by a preliminary

reaction with iodine in the irradiator reactor until the molecular iodine is

completely used up. Another iodine solution is then made with this radiation

purified heptane for the dosimetry measurement. Initial iodine concentrations

were 0.4 milligrams per ml of heptane. Iodine concentrations were measured

with a spectrophotometer at 520 m/t'wavelength, where the molar extinction

coefficient for iodine is 859.

Based on a G-value of 3.4 for iodine molecules absorbed upon

irradiation of the heptane solution, (24) the following dosimetry relationship

is easily derived,

rad dc 1
R = -1 6 30 x 106 ra)x drd

hr dt

where c is iodine concentration in gms/ml, t is exposure time in hours and

R is the radiation dose rate in rad/hr.

The dosimetry measurements shown in Figure 8 yield the mean

radiation dose rate within the reactor space equal to 0. 98 x 106 rad/hr. This

is the rate of energy dissipated throughout the 100 ml of heptane liquid in the

reactor. During irradiation, most of this liquid is in the interstices between

the cross-stacked tubular needles that contain the radioactive material. The

particular radiation dose rate delivered to any material being irradiated, is,
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of course, influenced by the particular radiation absorption characteristics of

the material. However, since most of the materials irradiated here are organic

liquids of nearly the same density as heptane, it is presumed as a first order

approximation that the experimental dose rate is the same as that measured

with the heptane solutions. No correction for radiation absorption difference

is attempted.

It is of interest to determine the efficiency of this source design for

getting the beta radiation energy into the reactant volume for processing.

Taking an average of 106 ev of energy per disintegration for Sr-90, Y-90, one

obtains 12.0 x 1071 ev/hr from 90 curies. From the dosimetry measurement,

the 0.98 x 106 rad/hr converts to 4.16 x 10-1 ev/hr absorbed in 100 ml of

heptane having a density of 0. 684. Thus, the radiation utilization efficiency

for this beta source design is 4. 16/12.0 or 34. 7%. Similar calculations for

gamma sources, for the useful fraction of overall radiation absorbed in the

reactor volume, is several orders of magnitude less. Thus, internal beta

sources have a definite radiation economy advantage over gamma sources

which must have of the order of more than 100 times as many curies to supply

the same useful radiation field inside heavy wall reactors of relatively small

diameter.
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Results and Discussion

A. Coal Extract Hydrogenation

On completion of equipment and source installation, radiation experi-

ments were immediately conducted on the hydrogenation of coal extract to liquid

hydrocarbon fuels, since this was of priority practical interest. Detailed

results of the initial set of exploratory runs, all conducted with a one hour

residence or reaction time, are presented in Table II. In addition to radiation

runs, similar data on non-radiation runs are shown for comparison. Results

of contact-catalyst runs are also shown. The product yields obtained with the

fresh contact-catalyst represent the arbitrary goals in coal-to-oil conversion

by radiation induced reactions. All hydrogen content results given in Table II

are the averages of close -agreement duplicate analyses. The first extract run

with radiation, No. 18, at 389*C, showed a little less hydrogen addition than

Run No. 13 without radiation. The 100 x 4000C oil yield was definitely less.

At this low temperature ( 389 C) the oil yields of the non-radiation run, No. 13,

may be erroneously high due to contact-catalyst "memory". Thus, the com-

paratively lower 100 x 4000C oil yield in radiation Run Nos. 18 and 22 may not

really be lower, and the results at 389*C ( Table II) are not necessarily in

conflict with the improved results of runs at 429 C. In any respect, the oil

yields at 389 C were so low relative to the goal of 50% yield, that further in-

vestigation at this temperature had no practical incentive. Going to the higher

temperature of 429 C for Run No. 19, again not as much hydrogen was added
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to the extract:tetralin solution (8.00%) as was added in the comparative blank

run, No. 14 (8.24%) . Before the distillation results were completed on Run

No. 19, it was decided that the poor hydrogen addition in the radiation runs

was partially due to insufficient mixing of hydrogen and reactant solution through

the radiation source. After installing the recycle hydrogen system to overcome

the suspected hydrogen starvation in the reaction zone, Run Nos. 23 and 24 were

conducted on coal extract. Contrary to expectations, the improved hydrogen

availability or saturation in the liquid in the radiation zone did not improve the

hydrogen addition to the extract:tetralin solution for these two runs. Also, the

comparative results of radiation Run Nos. 23 and 24 show that the addition of

coal refuse ( inorganic ash precursors ) does not have a significant synergistic

catalyst effect on the oil yields.

In viewing all the data in Table II, it could now be concluded from

the 10th column, that there was never as much hydrogen incorporated into the

overall liquid products for any run with radiation as compared to the similar

non-catalyzed run without radiation. These gross products include everything

drawn-off in the liquid phase from the run, including tetralin and extract

products, but excluding make-gases. There was 7. 39% hydrogen in the feed

mixture of tetralin and extract.

However, in spite of the slightly smaller hydrogen addition to the

overall extract:tetralin mixtures, radiation Run No. 19, as compared to non-

radiation Run No. 14, showed a sizeable increase in the yield of 250 x 400'C

oil derived from the extract alone (Table II) . Total 100 x 400'C oil is more
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significant. Here the increase in yield was less substantial. This yield was

corrected for tetralin and its derived naphthalene that originated from the

solvent in the feed, as established in the Experimental Section.

This seeming paradox, of an increase in oil yield without an increase

in hydrogen addition, could have been explained by hydrogen transfer from the

solvent tetralin to the coal extract, as opposed to hydrogen addition from the

gas. On transfer, the tetralin converts to naphthalene. The hydrogen transfer

hypothesis was tested by measuring the transfer by the amount of resultant

naphthalene produced. This is shown in the last column of Table II. Since

hydrogen transfer was not higher in Run No. 19 than in Run No. 14, radiation

promotion of the hydrogen transfer reaction was not substantiated. To confirm

this, a special set of runs was made with more tetralin-to-extract (2:1) and a

longer reaction time (2 hours) . The hydrogen transfer was 1. 91 gm per

100 gm of extract for the non-radiation run and 1. 90 gm for the average of two

radiation runs ( 1.92 gm and 1.88 gm) . With even more available tetralin,

radiation did not promote hydrogen transfer.

An alternative explanation is that the increased yield of the

250 x 400 C oil from Run No. 19 is due to radiation induced hydrocracking in

the extract. By nature, the cracking reaction will not consume as much

hydrogen as aromatic hydrogenation, only one hydrogen molecule being reacted

per one bond rupture in a large molecule. The cracking would likely occur at
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bonds between aliphatic substituted branches and aromatic nuclei. This would

yield lower molecular weight hydrocarbons that could appear as 250 x 400 C

oil, in agreement with the observed result.

Radiation Run Nos. 23 and 24 did not show an increase in 250 x 400'C

or overall 100 x 400*C oils. They differ from Run No. 19 in that the extract:

tetralin mixture was saturated with hydrogen gas during the run whereas Run

No. 19 probably was not. How this could function to retard radiation induced

hydrocracking is not at all clear. However, to empirically follow-up the

potential lead, i.e., the higher oil yield of radiation Run No. 19, radiation

runs were conducted at lower hydrogen pressures, no hydrogen recycle and

longer residence times, to attempt to extend the yield of this oil.

Table III-A contains the pertinent results of such runs at three

different reaction times, including some duplicate runs. Source leakage

occurred after Run No. 34, so no duplicates of this 6 hour radiation run could

be made. Statistical analysis of all available duplicate runs indicates a

probable error of 2.33% on the conversion or yield of 100 x 400'C oils.

Yields of duplicate runs were averaged and these averages are plotted in

Figure 9 with probable error indicated by vertical lines, showing the effect

of radiation upon extract hydrogenation as a function of reaction time. The oil

yields of Table III-A and Figure 9 have all been corrected for tetralin, its

derivatives (naphthalene and decalin) and its degradation products as deter-

mined by like treatment of tetralin alone. (See next section. ) These tetralin
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products appeared in the 100 x 250 C portion of the gross product. The higher

boiling portion, 250 x 400'C, was also corrected for the retained tetralin,

naphthalene and decalin. -These corrections may be over-conservative since

allowance is not made for production of tetralin, naphthalene and decalin from

the extract which might have occurred to some slight degree below the sensi-

tivity of the previous C-14 tracer study. Material balances for these runs,

worked out for tetralin and its products, as well as for extract and its products,

close to within 4%, lending confidence to the yield data.

The summarized results in Figure 9 show that there is a statistically

significant radiation effect only at the 2 hour residence time. Probable errors

overlap at other times. The forms of the curves indicate that the rate of hydro-

cracking of coal extract is somewhat accelerated by radiation, but the production

of oils approaches the same asymptotic limit with and without radiation. Radi-

ation only catalyzes the thermal hydrocracking ( increased overall reaction

rate ) ; it doesn't extend the limit of products from cracking. It is concluded

that this increase in rate of cracking is not a sufficient effect for considering

the use of radiation in large-scale processing of coal extract.

Note in Table III-A, that the hydrogen content of the gross products

is not higher for radiation runs as compared to those without radiation, as was

previously observed for only the one hour runs. In fact, hydrogen content is

slightly but uniformly less, indicating radiolysis of the distillable products for

all radiation runs, effecting mild dehydrogenation.
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A special low temperature, long run (No. 32) was made with radi-

ation at 300'C for 25 hours. No thermal yield was expected at such a low

temperature so that the purely-radiation yield could be observed. However,

the run showed absolutely no 100 x 400 C oil yield. Thus, there is no radiation

conversion of extract at this temperature.

Both contact catalyst and radiation were combined for another

special pair of comparative runs for one hour at 429 C and 3000 psi. The yield

of 100 x 400 C oil was 27.0% for the run with radiation and 30.0% for the run

without radiation. The two results are within the probable error of 2. 3% and

it is concluded that there is no synergistic effect of radiation upon contact

catalysis.

A facet of interest in the radiation-hydrogenation tests on coal extract

is the question of whether the unconverted residue (+4000C) in the products was

of improved quality. It is conventional in hydrogenation practice to measure

residue quality by its oil ( cyclohexane soluble) and asphalt ( cyclohexane in-

soluble) content which is also the sum of asphaltenes and benzene insolubles.

A low asphalt and high oil content residue is desirable since the oil fraction is

more readily further hydrogenated to the desired distillate oils. Hence, the

solvent fractionation results, to determine quality of the residue, are listed in

Table III-B. The last column shows that the net conversion of asphalt in the

residue is not as much for the radiation runs as for the non-catalyzed runs.

Radiation has no up-grading affect on the residue, but conversely seems to make

it slightly more refractory, possibly by some radiolytic polymerization.
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B Hydrogenation of Model Aromatic Compounds

Coal extract is an extremely complex conglomeration, having refrac-

tory and active organic compounds, active sites and groups with hetero atoms

(N, 0, S), metal-organic structures and even traces of inorganic compounds.

Considering that some of these may act as poisons by stopping potential chain

reactions triggered by radiation, it was desirable to evaluate radiation hydro-

genation of pure model compounds. If they hydrogenated by radiation, then the

lack of marked hydrogenation of extract might be ascribed to poisons or chain-

stoppers.

The first two similar radiation runs, Nos. 16 and 17, were made

with the model compound, methylnaphthalene at 420'C. The hydrogenation

conversion to lower boiling new products, as shown in Table IV, was deter-

mined by vapor phase chromatrography of the gross run products. Conversion

and net hydrogen increase were less for these radiation runs as compared to

the non-radiation Run No. 10. The higher conversion of Run No. 10 may have

been due to some contact catalyst "memory" effect in the reactor since this

run was carried out soon after removal of the catalyst. A radiation run,

No. 25, was also conducted on methylnaphthalene at the lower temperature of

389'C. Comparing conversion of this run against non-radiation Run No. 9,

at the same temperature, shows no benefit of radiation. If anything, the

hydrogenation yield of lower boiling products from methylnaphthalene appears

to be slightly impeded by radiation, though not so much so as to be outside

the probable error in analyses.
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Also in Table IV, radiation Run No. 20 on biphenyl showed no

measurable effect of radiation when compared to Run No. 12. If there were

even a slight radiation induced reaction for this aromatic model compound, the

effect would have been more easily discerned since the thermal conversion

is so small (N 0.3%) .

For tetralin, there appears to be a very small increase in con-

version to new products with radiation (Run 31 vs. Run 30, Table IV) , how-

ever this is not likely a hydrogenation conversion, because more naphthalene

is produced (a dehydrogenation product) . The unidentified products, of yields

listed in the 13th column, were alike on the vapor chromatographs for both

the radiation and non-radiation runs. Because no significant amount of ne-::

product is produced by irradiating tetralin, it is permissible to presume that

any increase in yield from radiation runs of extract in tetralin is due solely to

conversion of the extract. All extract, runs were corrected for the products

from tetralin as identified by chromatrography.

Thus, based on the three model compounds investigated, it would

appear that no significant amount of radiation induced hydrogenation occurs

for the simple aromatic nuclei.

As also shown in Table IV, the products from the methylnaphthalene

runs were analyzed for naphthalene (N) , tetralin (T) , and decalin (D) by

vapor chromatography. The yield of unidentified products likely includes

partially hydrogenated methylnaphthalenes, with hydrogenated aromatic bonds.
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The ratio of NTD to unidentified hydro products, defined as R and given in the

last column of Table IV, is of interest since the NTD materials had to arise

from cracking off of the methyl group from the parent molecule. Note the

definitely higher value of R for all the radiation runs on methylnaphthalene as

compared to the non-radiation runs. This indicates a definite tendency for

the radiation to produce hydrocracking at the methyl bond rather than hydro-

genation of aromatic bonds. This corroborates the hypothesis of radiation

hydrocracking, as opposed to hydrogenation, for the coal extract.

C. Hydrofining

All the available nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur analyses of run pro-

ducts from comparative radiation and non-radiation runs on coal extract have

been accumulated in Table V. The removal of these hetero atoms in the

presence of hydrogen is termed hydrofining. Removal, as much as possible,

is desirable for the oil products to be commercially acceptable, and is thus

examined here.

From the 5th and 7th columns of Table V, it is seen that for the

five radiation runs at 429'C, the nitrogen and sulfur contents are uniformly

less in the 100 x 400'C oils than for the non-radiation run (No. 14) . Simi-

larly, for the three 389 C radiation runs, the nitrogen and sulfur are

distinctly lower in the oil products than for the non-radiation run. The

oxygen content is very erratic, a common observation because of reactivity

of the oils with atmospheric oxygen on handling. Thus, no conclusion can

be made about effect of radiation on oxygen removal from these data.
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The N, O, S contents of the +400'C residue from the extraction is not

significantly influenced by radiation, as seen from the 8th, 9th and 10th columns

in Table V. Since the 100 x 400C fraction may in part be volatilized in the

reactor, but not the +400 *C residue, it is possible that significant hydrofining

occurs only in the vapor phase and thus reduction in N and S is seen only for

the 100 x 400*C oil fraction.
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Future Investigations

The results of this work have shown that there is not a utilizable

hydrogenation nor hydrocracking conversion .of coal extract and aromatic model

compounds by radiation processing in the liquid phase. Hence, investigations

should be redirected to more favorable systems. Improvement of radiation

yields can be expected by processing in the vapor phase instead of in the liquid

phase. Chain reactions, as initiated by radiation, naturally have greater chain

lengths, or larger G-values, in vapor reactions as compared to liquid reactions.

This has been shown( io) for radiation-induced cracking from paraffinic hydro-

carbons, where the yield of cracked products per primary radical produced is

100-fold greater in the vapor than in the liquid phase. Thus, employing condi-

tions ( temperature and pressure) that maintain a vapor phase would be a means

of increasing G-values to where yields are of practical interest in otherwise

low-yield reactions.

Thus, at this writing, the radiation processing unit is being modified

for continuous, vapor phase operations which can proceed as soon as the new,

larger Sr-90, Y-90 source is installed. Continuous, long runs will be necessary

to accumulate sufficient products for analyses, since the reactor mass inventory

is small when filled only with vapor.
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Coal extract, of course, cannot be processed in the vapor phase --

it undergoes destructive-distillation and carbonization rather than vapor-

ization upon heating. Therefore, vapor phase hydrocracking investigations

must be with distillables, and the objective will be to see if higher boiling (up

to 400'C) hydro-oils from conventional coal extract hydrogenation may be

radiation hydrocracked to the desired lower molecular weights. To test

whether there is any possibility at all of such a reaction, with useful yields,

the model compounds t-butylbenzene and decalin, will be first radiation

processed in the vapor phase. The t-butylbenzene is most sensitive to crack-

ing because of the relatively weak tertiary carbon bond, and should give the

best chances of demonstrating a radiation hydrocracking reaction. If

successful, then radiation hydrocracking tests of the more refractory decalin

will be justified. Decalin is representative of the higher boiling coal derived

hydro-oils. If decalin can also be radiation hydrocracked sufficiently, then

similar radiation processing of complex hydro-oils in the vapor phase will

proceed.

In the event that no radiation hydrocracking processes tested

exhibit yields of commercial interest in the vapor phase, attention will be

directed to variations of known radiation reactions of high G-value. Telo-

merization is a radiation reaction of known high G-value, where by

utilizing olefins, it may be possible to combine them with low molecular

weight aliphatic hydrocarbons (by-products of extract hydrogenation) to
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yield more useful materials in the 100 to 200'C boiling range. Other olefin-

telogen combinations may also be investigated, wherein the telogen is an

alcohol, as methanol, or some halo-hydrocarbons to produce industrial

intermediate chemicals. Thus, in general, use will be made of the adaptable,

continuous, vapor phase, radiation processing unit to evaluate any potential

radiation reaction, with concentrated effort on systems that show promising

exploratory results.

P. M. Yavorsky

E. Gorin

PMY/EG:rmc
1/15/65
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TABLE I

Analytical Description of Coal Extract

Extract from Pittsburgh Seam Coal

Ireland Mine, W. Va.

Percent of the

Analysis Dry Extract

Hydrogen 5.96
Carbon 83.86

Oxygen 6.87

Nitrogen 1.46

Sulfur 1.80
Ash 0.10
-400*C Distillate 2.58
Soluble Oil 46.9
Asphaltene 37.2

Benzene Insoluble 15.9
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TABLE II

Hydrogenation of Coal Extract
With and Without Radiation

Radiation Source = 90 Curies of Strontium-90, Yttrium-90

Feed = Mixture of 54.3% Extract:45.7% Tetralin

Pressure = 5000 psi

Dose Rate = 0.98 Megarad/Hr.
Feed has 7.39% Hydrogen, Extract has 5.96% Hydrogen.
Residence Time = 1 Hour.

Temp.,

Catalyst

Contact

Type

None

Radiation

Radiation

Radiation*

Contact

Type

None

Radiation

Radiation

429

389

Mixing System

Reciprocating
Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating
Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating
Impeller

Recycle H2 Gas

Recycle H2 Gas

Reciprocating
Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating
Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating
Impeller

Recycle H2 Gas

H2
Satur-
ation

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yields Based on Extract
A B C B plus C

100 x 250* 250 x 400* 100 x 400*
Gas Oil Oil Oils

-(7-0) -(70)7
5.55

4.44

3.34

2.13

2.30

1.01

0.82

0.33

0.25

33.47

5.89

2.31

5.29

6.34

9.60

3.76

1.22

0.57

17.69

9.48

14.72

7.73

7.27

5.10

5.60

3.31

6.19

51.16

15.27
(11.00)**

17.03

13.02

13.61

14.70

9.36

4.53

6.76

Hydrogen
in Gross
Products

10.37

8.24

8.00

7.67

7.76

8.68

7.85

7.52

7.57

Hydrogen in

100 x 4000

Oils

11.5

10.8

8.2

11.1

9.9

14.1

11.2

9.8

8.6

Hydrogen
in +4000
Residue

9.80

6.47

6.52

6.30

6.90

7.70

6.53

6.20

6.26

Per 100 gm of Extract
Hydrogen Hydrogen

Assimilation Transferred
(gmn) gm

5.95

2.17

1.50

1.39

1.83

3.10

1.22

0.49

0.53

0.13

0.83

0.49

0.77

0.79

0.014

0.35

0.31

0.23

* Coal refuse (5%) added as possible catalyst aid.

** The 100 x 400*C Yield of a repeat run of No. 14 to check this yield only.
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No.

4

14

19

23

24

5

13

18

22



TABLE III-A

Hydrogenation of Coal Extract as a Function of Reaction Time
With and Without Radiation (0.98 Megarad/r)

Temperature = 429 C

Run
No. Catalyst

14 None

19 Radiation
29 None

43 None
28 Radiation
33 Radiation

35 None
39 None
34 Radiation

Operating
Pressure,

psi

5000*

5000*
1500

1500
1500
1500

1500
1500
1500

Tetralin:
Extract

Feed Ratio

1:1

1:1
2:1

2:1
2:1
2:1

2:1
2:1
2:1

Reaction
Time

Hrs .

1

1
2

2
2
2

6
6
6

Gas
Yield

4.44

3.34
4.16

6.39
5.01

8.87

9.94

Hydrogen
in all
Prod.

8.24

8.00
8.06

7.77

7.90

8.25

7.97

Yield of
100 x 400 C

Oil

15.27 and
11.00

17.03
15.90

11.5
18.5
18.6

25.3
27.4
21.5

H Transfer
per 100 gram

Extract

0.83

0.49
1.91

1.92
1.88

2.52

1.63

* These runs likely hydrogen-starved, so approximately comparable to the 1500 psi runs.



TABLE III-B

Asphalt Conversion in the +400 C Residue from Hydrogenation of
Coal Extract With and Without Radiation

Run No. Catalyst

4 Contact
14 None

19 Radiation

23 Radiation
24 Radiation

5 Contact
13 None

22 Radiation

Extract:Tetralin Feed

Raw Extract

Temp.,
*C

429

389

Mixing System

Reciprocating Catalyst Holder
Reciprocating Catalyst Holder

Impeller

Recycle H2 Gas
Recycle H 2 Gas

Reciprocating Catalyst Holder
Reciprocating Catalyst Holder

Recycle H2 Gas

Percent
Soluble
Oil

94.4
45.0

39.8

62.2
28.4

17.6

9.2

15.9

of the +400*C

Asphaltene

4.4
49.6

37.6

38.2
52.9

44.4

12.6

37.2

Residue
Benzene Asphalt
Insoluble Conversion

2.4 96.8
6.4 50.3

22.7 46.5

1.6 61.3
19.2 25.9

38.8 11.5

78.8 --

46.9 --

I

Q)

A

I



TABLE IV

Hydrogenation of Model Aromatic Compounds,
With Contact Catalyst, Radiation and No Catalyst

Pressure = 5000 psi of Hydrogen

Radiation from 90 Curies of Sr-90, Y-90

Dose Rate = 0.98 Megarad/Hr

Residence Time = 1 Hour

Feed

Methyl-
naphthalene

Methyl-
naphthalene

Methyl-

naphthalene

Methyl-
naphthalene

Methyl-

naphthalene

Methyl-
naphthalene

Methyl-
naphthalene

Biphenyl

Biphenyl

Biphenyl

Tetralin

Tetralin

Run
No.

Temp.,
*CCatalyst

None

Radiation

Contact

Type

None

Radiation

Radiation

Contact
Type

None

Radiation

Contact

Type

None

Radiation

Mixing System

Reciprocating
Catalyst Holder

Recycle H2 Gas

Reciprocating

Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating
Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating
Impeller

Reciprocating

Impeller

Reciprocating

Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating

Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating
Impeller

Reciprocating
Catalyst Holder

Recycle Gas

Recycle Gas

H2
Saturat ion

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Conversion

3.90

3.72

100.

18.1

7.93

7.30

100.

< 0.3

< 0.3

97.

5.87

6.97

* H in
Feed

7.12

7.12

7.12

7.12

7.12

7.12

7.12

6.60

6.60

6.60

9.10

9.10

% H in Naphthalene
Products Yield

7.19

7.18

10.23

7.41

7.31

7.25

10.82

6.62

6.60

11.35

389

389

389

429

429

429

429

429

429

429

429

429

0.24

0.48

3.1

3.0

2.3

Tetralin
Yield

0.43

Decalin Unidentified
Yield

2.19

4.0

1.1

1.4

Yield

3.23

1.05

1.90

0.70

0.90

100.

9.1

3.1

2.7

100.

0.75

2.90

0

0

5.12

4.07

* Conversion determined only by vapor chromatography.

65.

*

*

9

25

7

10

16

6

R

0.21

2.54

12

20

8

30

31

0.99

1.55

1.71



TABLE V

N,0,S Removal from Extract Hydro-Oils for

Radiation and Non-Radiation Runs

Run

No.

4

14

19

23
24
28

33

5

13

18

Catalyst

Contact

None

Radiation

Radiation
"t

Contact

None

Radiation

21 Radiation

22

Extract:Tetralin Feed*

Raw Extract

Temp.,
OC

429

Mixing System

Reciprocating

Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating

Impeller

Recycle H2 Gas

Reciprocating

Catalyst Holder

Reciprocating

Impeller

Recycle H2 Gas
" "it "i

* in the
Nitrogen

0.14

0.20

0.14

0.06
0.08
0.11
0.19

0.09

0.10

0.06

0.02
0

0

100 x 400 C Oils
Oxygen Sulfur

0.37

0.60

1.56

0.48
0.58
2.21
0.40

0.68

0.12

0.05

0.21
0.07

0.09

0.05

0.20

0.11

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.11

0.05

0.14

0.08

0.07
0.02

0.01

* in the +400*C Residue
Nitrogen Oxygen Sulfur

0.76

1.65

1.62

0.94

1.36

1.60

1.61

1.46

0.10

3.38

5.76

3.93
4.05

3.55

5.03

5.46

8.14

6.87

0.21

0.90

0.97

1.09
1.12

0.46

1.42

1.44

1.64

1.76

1.80

* Distillation of feed to remove tetralin causes break down of extract to

yield 2.58% of 100 x 400*C oils.
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SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRA M FOR Sr -90 HYDRO UNIT
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-MEure 3
MODIFIED SR-9O HYDRO REACTOR
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Figure 8

IODINE-HEPTANE DOSIMETRY OF THE
RADIATION PROCESSING REACTOR

Dose Rate= -1630 x 106 -do Rad.)
dt \ Hr./

c= gms/ml
t= Hours.

of I in Heptane.
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Figure 9

EFFECT OF RADIATION ON
HYDROGENATION OF COAL EXTRACT

DOSE RATE 0.98 Megarad/ Hour
T * 429 C.
P - 1500 PSI
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